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The new Legacy Bolt’s sleeve anchor now makes 
it possible to be installed and removed, allowing 
the same bolt hole to be used for rebolting. No 
need for a hammer, tighten down and you’re 
done! See new Legacy Bolt product videos at: 
climbtech.com/videos

ClimbTech’s Legacy Bolt

ClimbTech’s Cable Draws
ClimbTech’s permanent draws – Permadraws 
– are designed to be long-life rock climbing 
quickdraws that don’t wear or deteriorate like 
traditional nylon draws.

The Wave Bolt is a glue-in rock climbing anchor, 
offering tremendous strength and increased 
resistance to corrosion. It combines the strength 
of glue-ins with the convenience of pitons. When 
installed in overhung terrain, the wavebolt will not 
slide out of the hole – like other glue-in bolts do – 
prior to the glue hardening.

ClimbTech’s Wave Bolt

AWARD WINNER

Follow us on Facebook 
/climbtech

Check us out on Vimeo 
/climbtech

More at climbtechgear.com

Sustainable solutions and

in climbing hardware.Innovations

photos: Merrick Ales & Felimon Hernandez

Power-Bolt™ Sleeve Anchor
The Power-BoltTM is a heavy duty sleeve style 
anchor. Expansion is created by tightening 
a threaded bolt which draws a tapered cone 
expanding a sleve against the walls of the hole.  
These are the standard in new routing, available at 
climbtechgear.com

ClimbTech’s Hangers
A climbing hanger that combines the 
long life of stainless steel and strength in 
compliance with CE and UIAA standards. 
ClimbTech hangers are smooth to mitigate 
wear and tear on your carabiners.

Climbing Solutions 
that fit all your needs.
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800 510-2514

MADE IN CALIFORNIA

ALL MAJOR BRANDS

CALIFORNIA ROLL 
 The ultimate organizer - from Gym to Crag. 

Get racked and ready to roll!  $84.95

100+ MTN TOOLS PRODUCTS
BUILT CLIMBER TOUGH
GRIZZLY GUARANTEE 

CALIFORNIA
DREAM RACK

Comprehensive rack boosts 
confi dence on any top rope or trad lead. 

Light weight, HEAVY DISCOUNT! 
$1911 ($2255 VALUE!)      

 

GYM SPECIAL 
 Order any Shoes (huge selection),

Harness, Biner, Belay Device 
and Chalk Bag - 

SAVE 15%!  Call for advice! 

GUARANTEED FIT
7 WAYS TO SAVE*
FREE STICKERS & SHIPPING

MOUNTAIN TOOLS

WEB-O-LETTE 
Anchor Sling   V+W+8= On Belay!

Got it?  Get it!  Use it!  - $23.95 

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’

®

CALIFORNIA CLIMBER
22502 Colorado River Dr. 
Sonora, Ca 93570
Phone: (209) 768-0110
Email: climb108@yahoo.com

MOST, IF NOT ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES DEPICTED HEREIN CARRY AND 
PRESENT SIGNIFICANT RISKS OF PERSNAL INJURY OR DEATH. 
Rock climbing, bouldering, ice climbing, moutaineering, alpine 
climbing and any other outdoor activity are inherently danger-
ous. The owners, staff and managment of California Climber do 
not recomend that anyone partcipate in these activities unless 
they are an expert or accompanied by an expert. Please seek 
qualified professional instruction and/or guidance. Understand-
ing the risks involved are necesassary and be prepared to 
assume all responisbilty associated with those risks. 

Elliott Perucca on Mitosis (V0), Dreamers, Sherwin Plateau . 

CALIFORNIACLIMBERMAGAZINE.COM
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I never completed the California Challenge; to be 
honest, I never attempted it. But the idea of the 

Challenge has left a lasting mark. It has helped me to 
realize just how accommodating the West Coast can 
be. Peter’s Challenge also sparked a notion that the 
months of spring are especially obliging to those who 
take advantage of the longer days and temperate 
climate. 

To celebrate the incredible diversity of spring, 
this edition of California Climber presents perhaps 
the largest variety of technical climbing routes and 
destinations we have displayed in a single issue. This 
quarter we proudly feature ice climbing on the iconic 
Widow’s Tears route (page 28), multi-pitch free climb-
ing at Lover’s Leap (page 10) and Tahquitz (page 34), 
convenient clip-ups at Central California’s Auburn 
Quarry (page 44) and excellent highball bouldering 
along the Eastern Sierra’s Sherwin Plateau (see “The 
Dreamers” on page 56).  

So if you’re getting bored this spring, just re-
member that you can climb ice in Lee Vining Canyon 
in the morning, and then go bouldering in a T-shirt 
in Bishop that afternoon. You can climb a six-pitch 
traditional line at Tahquitz, and then go run laps at 
your local sport crag the following day. If you’re really 
ambitious, you can follow Peter’s dream and do it all 
in one long day.

EDITOR’S NOTE

THE CALIFORNIA CHALLENGE

 —DEAN FLEMING

AT THE AGE OF 19, I worked the morning ware-
house shift at a gear shop in south Berkeley. On slow 
days the staff would pack into an alley full of Yakima 
racks and busted cross-country skis. We’d crouch 
down on milk crates, sip coffee, smoke rollies and 
hatch far-flung plans for the upcoming season. 

Forty hours a week in a gear shop would drive 
anyone crazy, but no one at the Berkeley shop was 
crazier than Peter. In the mid 1990s, Peter gave up his 
career as a geologist to work the register on week-
ends. “I didn’t like being a middle man,” he would say. 

+++

Peter climbed Royal Arches in Yosemite in the 
1960s, when it was still dubbed the Rotten Log 

and the only information about the route had to be 
deciphered from Steve Roper’s Climbers Guide to 
Yosemite Valley. By the late 1960s, Peter was hooked 
on climbing. He spent the next few years hitchhiking 
around the state, experimenting with psychedelics 
and climbing at dusty little crags along the way. 

When a group of pissed-off drug dealers broke 
down his door in the early 1970s, Peter crawled out 
the window of his apartment building in Northern 
California and jumped four stories onto the pavement 
below to escape. He has since undergone three hip 
surgeries and numerous experimental chemical-

therapy sessions. 
When I was hired to work in the warehouse, 

the closest Peter had come to climbing in the last 
four years was in the gear shop’s alley. With a pipe 
full of “medication” in one hand and a cup of coffee 
in the other, he’d accidentally crash into the stack of 
skis as he mimicked the mantel move on Nutcracker.

In the early spring months of each passing 
year, like clockwork, Peter would enthusiastically 
conjure up the idea of the California Challenge. The 
Challenge was an ultimate day of adventures that 
could only be accomplished in a place like the West 
Coast, and only in the first few months of spring. The 
idea included a long day of skiing, biking, climbing 
and surfing. The scene for each activity would take 
place at an iconic California destination: skiing in 
Lake Tahoe, climbing in Yosemite, mountain biking in 
Marin and surfing in Santa Cruz, all in one long day. 
To pull it off, one would need a triathlete’s endurance 
and a fuel-efficient vehicle. 

In the years to come, I would think of Peter 
and his California Challenge every spring. I would see 
myself sitting on a surfboard in a small bay as the 
setting sun cast shadows along the Santa Cruz coast-
line. The hypothetical long day preceding that virtual 
moment would spark recent memories of the slopes 
of Tahoe, granite cracks in Yosemite and single-track 
runs in the Redwood forests of the North Bay. 



ROUTE

Fantasia
GRADE LENGTH

5.9 R 350 ft
ROCK TYPE STYLE RACK

traditional, 3 pitches standard rack to 3”

LOCATION APPROACH DESCENT
Lover’s Leap, Twin Bridges 15 min 10 min walk off or two 50m rappels

SEASON
spring thru fall

GUIDEBOOK
Rock Climbing Lake Tahoe by Mike Carville and South Lake Tahoe Climbing by Chris McNamara.  

BETA

DESCRIPTION
Lover’s Leap has always been known 

for its amazing variety of splitter cracks, giant 
knobs and, of course, its world famous dikes. 
Fantasia climbs each and every one of these 
features, but it’s best known for its infamously 
runout, slabby crux first pitch. The crux starts 
where the dikes disappear, leaving you with a 
heady 5.9 slab move and your gear completely 
out of sight (the last piece is 30 feet below 
you and around a bulge). As you start up the 
relatively mellow first half of the pitch (moves 
up to 5.8), you encounter a small, steep bulge, 
place a cam or two and then climb up casual 
dikes for about 20 feet. With this climbing 

being so easy, you think the pitch is done, but 
suddenly the crux appears. As you’re perched on 
the last good dike, all you’re left with is two small 
knobs.  Pull on these knobs carefully, smear your 
feet and pray. Once on top of these knobs, you’re 
rewarded with a two-bolt anchor. 

After the first pitch, route-finding can be 
a bit tricky; some might accidentally head right 
into the major crack system to avoid short runouts 
over small bulges, but the route climbs more left 
than you think. If you’ve made it through the first 
pitch, the rest of the route should go leisurely. The 
runouts are shorter, and the cruxes are easier.

Granite

ROUTE OF THE SEASON WORDS + CHARLIE BARRETT / IMAGE + JERRY DODRILL 

Kevin Jorgeson on Fantasia (5.9 R). 

[ THE FIRST ASCENT ]

Ken Wilson was the founder and editor of 
Mountain Magazine. Both climbers were very 

strict about their climbing ethics, so no bolts were 
placed on the first ascent, only a hand-placed pin 
at one anchor. If this route were put up today, there 
would probably be a bolt or two in the runout section 
on the first pitch. As you’re climbing Fantasia, just 
remember how Wilson described the route, “It’s more 
bold than hard.” If you come to a section that looks 
improbable and think it probably wasn’t climbed 
that way in 1973, just remember who was doing the 
climbing on the first ascent. This was the same guy 
who put up the Nutcracker in 1967 with boots and 
homemade pro. Thanks, Royal!

Royal Robbins & Ken Wilson – 1973

Fantasia (5.9 R)
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CONTACT 9.8
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If only all your cragging partners
were this reliable.

Petzl’s durable new 9.8 mm single rope

The CONTACT 9.8 was designed from the ground up to be tough yet 
smooth-handling, thanks to Petzl’s EverFlex heat treatment. This versatile 
cord will hang with you, pitch after pitch.
Learn more about our full line of ropes at www.petzl.com/ropes

Petzl_CONTACT_Ad_California Climber.indd   1 2/12/14   2:20 PM

CC: Where and when did you find this beauty and how much did you pay for it? 

RE: “The bus was built in Germany, but raised in Tuolumne. I found it right here in Sonora about 17 
years ago. My best friend sold it to me for way too cheap. Thank dude!”

What condition was the bus in when you found it? 

“It was in great shape! But like all buses it needed more work to make it safe. Then a good polish 
and bam!” 

How did the bus get the name the Flying Pickle?

“If pickles could fly… oh yeah, and it’s green. Well, just look at it.”

What improvements have you done?

“I’ve done a lot of work and upgrades. Larger engine, rebuilt the transmission, new brake system 
pretty much, new seats out of another bus and then lots of doodads here and there. It’s never 
ending… the list of things still to be done goes on and on.”

What are some of the special features that make the Flying Pickle particularly awesome for 
climbing and camping road trips? 

“It’s like driving your house to the crag. There’s tons of space, a fold out bed, a built in table and 
tons of ground clearance. It’s pretty spacious inside and out and well ventilated. It’s not the fast-
est road trip machine, but as our family’s saying goes: it’s as fast as a flying pickle.”

It sounds like the bus is a home-away-from-home when it’s parked, but how does she handle on 
steep grades and cornering? 

“Let’s just say, if you’re behind the Flying Pickle on a steep grade you’ll probably be cursing it. But 
we can fly downhill! When cornering in the bus it’s definitely mandatory to lean into the corners. 

STAND BY YOUR VAN IMAGE + DEAN FLEMING

The whole family gets into it. But heavy duty 
sway bars really helped too.” 

Have you taken your bus on any serious off-
road excursions?

“They call these buses “end of the world” 
vehicles; because you’ll find them there. There 
was one time, on a long strange trip to Cala-
veras, where one rough road took out a brand 
new muffler. The bus became the Fire Spitting 
Pickle on that trip. I should have really listened 
to my wife; she knows the back roads on the 
other side of the pond and then some.”

Has the Flying Pickle been a good vehicle for 
family vacations? 

“It’s been great for family vacations. We go 
biking, climbing, snowboarding and boating. 
Every year we take the bus to the Strawberry 
Music Festival and on some coastal runs and 
lots of Sonora Pass trips.”

Maintaining these buses can be a full time job. 
Is it worth the effort to keep the Flying Pickle 
in the family? 

“If you love it, lube it! Oh yeah, and don’t 
forget to tighten the bolts, and bring every tool 
you have. It’s all a part of the trip. Hey, was 
that the muffler...? If you couldn’t tell, I love our 
bus. Life is full of adventures - getting there 
should be one too.” 

Ric Emmons and his 1971 Volkswagen Westfalia Camper Bus   
THE FLYING PICKLE
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REVIEW SPRING PRODUCTS: SHOES

The Five Ten Blackwing is essentially the same brand’s Dragon 
model with the addition of a Velcro closure, so we expected these 

shoes to climb just about anything hard and steep. Accordingly, our 
testers took them out to boulders and sport climbing projects, as 
well as some abstract compression arêtes. “They helped me crush 
everything that I was working on,” said one tester. “These shoes are 
really well-rounded, proving themselves on steep climbs and vertical 
boulders where they stay stiff and edge nicely.” 

Although the edging platform tested very well on vertical 
climbs, the Blackwings were truly created for severely overhanging 
routes. When you add a little skill to these shoes, their downturned 
toe will latch to any tiny pebble you can find. This is partly due to the 
way this shoe hugs your foot: The Blackwing squeezes on the arches 
of your feet to produce an extraordinarily aggressive fit. The quick-
releasing Velcro straps allow the sharp shoe to be easily removed so 
that you can maintain comfort between burns. For additional cushion-
ing, Five Ten included a padded tongue with a super-soft, fleecy 
microfiber lining that wicks sweat to prevent hot spots.

On the back end of the shoe is a vacuum-fitted heel cup that 
received complimentary reviews from all testers. “The heel cup makes 
you wonder if these shoes are molecularly bonded to your feet,” said 
one tester. Another user said, “I’ve had a hard time finding the correct 
fit for my heel, but the Blackwing has been abused and contorted 
and still manages to compress and push without a second thought. 
Overall, these shoes make me feel like a mountain goat with gorilla 
arms for legs who then decided to get a master’s degree in crushing 
boulder problems, and at the end of the day, that’s all you can really 
ask your climbing shoes to do.”

{ $165 }

FIVE TEN BLACKWING

high performance

When the Spanish climbing shoe company Tenaya released its 
first line of shoes in Europe in 1997, the brand quickly made 

a lasting mark on elite climbers around the globe. Over the past 17 
years, Tenayas have been used to make groundbreaking ascents that 
command worldwide recognition. In 2002, Josune Bereziartu wore 
the Tenaya Aqua+ model when she became the first female to climb 
5.14d with a redpoint of Bain de Sang. After flashing Pure Imagination 
(5.14c), Alex Megos wore the new Tenaya Oasi when he onsighted 
the route Estado Crítico, becoming the first person to ever onsight a 
5.14d. 

Tenaya’s 2014 line contains multiple models that rank among 
the best of the best in the high-performance climbing shoe market. 
More importantly, the product developers continue to place an 
exceptional amount of importance on comfortable designs for even 
the highest performance technical shoes the brand offers. Without 
sacrificing comfort or performance, the new Oasi offers incredible 
precision and easy wearing for a wide range of climbing disciplines.  

The Oasi’s synthetic upper with treated cotton lining keeps 
stretching to a minimum—about a quarter-size at the most, depending 
on foot type. Most importantly, the lining was extremely comfort-
able and maintained consistent performance through the life of the 
shoe. In testing, we found the Oasi performed very well when sized 
for comfort (slightly larger than most high-performance models), but 
we also found that shoe was ergonomically designed so that it could 
be sized quite tight without creating excess pressure in the toe box 
or heel cup. The Oasi is built on a rand that is specifically designed 
to have enough room for each toe, giving more power, precision and 
comfort than when one or two toes are crammed on top of each other 
and unable to contribute to movement.  

Special features of the Oasi include Tenaya’s new Draxtor 
tightening system, an adjustable-Velcro setup that lets you fine-tune 
the fit. Each strap is adjustable in itself, so you can go really long for 
high-volume feet or cinch them all the way down for low-volume and 
narrow feet. With traditional Velcro closures, low-volume feet often 
have the straps hanging off the side, and high-volume feet may not 
have enough Velcro contact to ensure a secure fit. You can even trim 
the extra length of strap to keep it out of the way. The Vibram XS 
Grip rubber performed at the top of its class, in both stickiness and 
durability.  

TENAYA OASI
{ $165 }

high performance
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REVIEW PART 2SHOES

Weather you’ve been climbing for 15 years or 15 minutes, you’ll 
instantly notice the unique design of the La Sportiva Futura. The 

moment we pulled the Futura out of the box, we were astonished to find 
that the shoes did not have a feature that most climbers find vital: an 
edge. That’s right, the Futura sports rounded rubber on all sides of the toe 
box. The bold “No Edge” concept of the Futura prompted some interesting 
initial comments about the shoe, but the first impressions of the Futura’s 
capabilities were far exceeded when we put some rubber to the rock. 

To the surprise of some testers, the No Edge concept of the Futura 
added an incredible sense of security to precise footwork sequences. In-
creased sensitivity and homogeneous pressure around the toe box allowed 
for great friction when executing moves on delicate smears or otherwise 
insecure footholds. With a fairly aggressive, downturned shape, it’s not 
surprising that the Futura excels on steep boulder problems, overhang-
ing sport climbing and indoor climbing. But because of the shoe’s soft 
rand and flexibility, the Futura also performed very well on smeary granite 
routes and slabby sandstone boulders. The Futura turned out to be an 
excellent all-around performer, but the shoes outdid the competition when 
they were pitted against steep, volcanic pocket climbing. 

After a few bouldering trips to the Volcanic Tablelands and 
overhanging-tuff sport climbing of the Eastern Sierra, our testers discov-
ered that the narrow toe profile provided unparalleled power and precision 
in even the shallowest pockets. Not only does the lack of an edge allow 
the Futura to seamlessly fit into unnervingly small huecos, but the P3 rand 
platform also provided an incredible amount of power when executing hard 
pulls on the steepest pitted roofs.  

The all-synthetic upper of the Futura keeps stretching to a mini-
mum, while La Sportiva’s patented Fast Lacing System (also found on the 
Solution) cinches down onto both narrow and wide feet with a hook and 
loop closure. The overall feel of the shoe is lightweight, thin and sensitive, 
making the Futura well-suited for high-performance bouldering, sport 
climbing, technical trad and gym climbing.

Perhaps no climbing shoe company has a reputation for incorporating 
consumer feedback into their product design as meticulously as Mad 

Rock. With the release of their new M5, an affordable shoe designed for 
both performance and comfort, consumers and professionals alike can see 
some very promising innovations in the Mad Rock climbing shoe line. 

A quick inspection of the M5 reveals a multitude of practical 
features that add degrees of comfort otherwise unmatched in Mad Rock’s 
2014 shoe selection. Under the M5’s breathable, padded tongue, a thick 
layer of soft, synthetic material lines the interior of the shoe. Near the rear 
of the shoe—and especially at the pressure-point edge—an even thicker 
layer of soft lining keeps the shoe from biting into the wearer’s heel. Large 
pull-loops make sliding the M5 on and off a breeze, while the white outer 
material keeps the shoe cooler on hot summer days. 

The design of the M5 has placed a strong emphasis on comfort; 
so they were expected to test well for long moderate routes and beginner 
uses, but it came as something of a surprise when our testers also submit-
ted exemplary reviews for nearly every high-performance discipline. The 
M5 performed great on long routes, crack climbs and slabby multi-pitch 
routes; the firm platform and soft lining provided all-day comfort and 
support for the most demanding granite summits, but it also proved its 
prowess in heel and toe hooking as well as powering through steep, edgy 
boulder problems.  

With a little wider platform than Mad Rock’s well-received Shark 
2.0, the designers of the M5 adjusted their patented concave sole. For 
the first time in Mad Rock history, the M5’s sole features a flat design. 
Combined with a stiff midsole material, the platform and toe box create 
a sharper edge for standing on tiny holds and edges. The Arch Flex (also 
seen on the Shark 2.0) helps to pull tension to the midsection of the foot 
and ensure a glove-like fit, while the Power Upper covering the majority 
of the forefoot adds 30 percent more rubber to facilitate toe hooking and 
jamming. 

MAD ROCK M5
{ $105 }

comfort, performance

LA SPORTIVA FUTURA

{ $170 }

high performance
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CLIMBER Brian Russell
ROUTE Church of the Lost and 
Found (V3), Catacombs, Eastern 
Sierra
PHOTOGRAPHER Ken Etzel

GOLDEN STATE GALLERY



CLIMBER Lynnea Anderson  
ROUTE The Good Book (5.10d), 
Yosemite Valley
PHOTOGRAPHER Jim Thornburg

CLIMBER Ben Pope
ROUTE Another Sonoma Coast Obscurity 
PHOTOGRAPHER Dean Fleming



GOLDEN STATE GALLERY

CLIMBER Stephen Roth  
ROUTE FA of The Wanderer (V9), Buttermilks
PHOTOGRAPHER Jim Thornburg
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I RACED THE SHOPPING CART THROUGH SANTA ANA’S TREASURY THRIFT STORE. 
My mom gave me an hour to explore the suburban strip-mall complex. Cruising through the retail stores 
and avoiding the summer heat, I spied a blue mountain-shaped sign. 

shocked. He had just emailed me a few days before. I knew John was 
struggling with being away from climbing because of a second rotator-
cuff surgery, but John was my rock. He lived life on his terms. He took 
responsibility and created his reality on a daily basis. If John could not 
play the game the way he saw fit, he would excuse himself. We never 
climbed Widow’s Tears. 

+++ 

“The Tears are in,” Trevor Anthes told me when I walked into the 
Bishop gear shop. The Internet monster had blown up with pictures of 
the route. Within 24 hours, Trevor, Kurt Wedberg and I rocketed to the 
Valley. I opened my guidebook to page 317. We had heard the first pitch 
had fallen but could be climbed via mixed terrain. I felt strong from a 
recent ice climbing trip to Colorado and was confident we could climb 
the route if we could get on it. 

On January 15, 2013, Kurt, Trevor and I woke early. Snow covered 
the trail to the base. We were unsure where to go, but at each junction 
we chose correctly. Everything clicked. Our headlamps bounced across 
the snow-filled gully in Yosemite.

Trevor led the first pitch up a thin, low-angle ice flow that was 
just forming. His headlamp bobbed in time with his axe swings. As the 
sun rose over Half Dome, I slogged up a high-angle snow slope for 200 

yards and established a belay in the recess below the main flow. Colored 
light filled the shadows as the Valley awakened. I continued to lead into 
the next pitch. I rhythmically kicked and swung, letting my tools do their 
job.

We moved efficiently, passing screws, water and food. Success 
and safety depend on efficient movement and coordination in an alpine 
environment. The less time you spend exposed and committed on any 
type of ice formation the better. When the ice falls, you want to be off 
the route watching from a 
distance or out of the line of 
fire. Kurt and Trevor, longtime 
friends from Orange County, 
were ideal partners. Kurt led 
the fourth pitch, taking us to a 
belay below the headwall. 

+++

“This is the money pitch,” 
I thought. A long, sustained 
section of vertical ice hung above us. I kicked into the plastic ice. My 
tools flicked in perfectly. I moved efficiently. I felt strong and confident. I 
relaxed and enjoyed the climbing and the moment. At the belay, I placed 

For more than 15 years, he had the unsupported record for the John 
Muir Trail. He’d been to Chamonix, the Andes and had ridden his bike all 
over France. We soloed a few routes together and then talked in the sun. 
How John climbed was more important to him than what he climbed. 
Our conversations revolved around style, ethics and the management of 
fear. John walked the talk, and I loved him for it. 

While I planned a trip to Alpamayo in the Peruvian Andes, John 
lent me his guide. My mind wandered to the Yosemite ice formation and 
the picture on page 317. Dave “The Hulk” Nettle and Richard “Mr. Big” 
Leversee, my climbing partners and mentors, climbed the route together 
in 1994. These alpinists reinforced this must-do California classic and 
held the climb in high regards.

“We should do Widow’s Tears,” I said. John worked as a physics 
and mathematics professor at UC Irvine. We’d met during a soloing ses-
sion in Joshua Tree. Super-focused and super-intense, John climbed for 
all the right reasons. He had a lot of light jammed into his body. He’d be 
a perfect partner for the route. “When it’s in,” John replied. 

Widow’s Tears is an ephemeral route. The 1,000-foot ice flow 
forms every few years. Often, by the time the news spreads of someone 
climbing the route, the formation is gone. The hardest part of climbing 
the route is knowing when it’s in and then being able to get on it before 
it disappears.

+++

On September 1, 2012, John died. He’d been struggling silently 
with a neurological condition that left him highly medicated, losing his 
vision and in tremendous pain. John shouldered the disease silently. His 
wife, Linda, called to inform me that John had taken his own life. I was 

I knew that the biggest climb in the world was Mount Everest. When 
we went to Charlie’s Place at Wagon Wheel off Trona Road, where we 

ate hoagie sandwiches on race days, there were people climbing on the 
boulders. I knew they were practicing for Everest. 

My 12-year-old world revolved around my Indian Trail-70 dirt bike 
and throttling my way through the sage of the Mojave. The California 
desert raised me on a diet of fractures and concussions. I knew little 
about climbing.

My eyes adjusted to the bright colors and the foreign equipment. 
Jeff Lowe stuck to an icicle on a poster on the wall. His tools sunk deep 
in the ice, posed like an action figure. My parents took me to Santa’s 
Village in the winter to go sledding, so I knew the difficulty of walking on 
ice. Climbing it seemed heroic. 

Before I knew it, my hour of browsing was over. I had spent the en-
tire time fascinated by the new Gore-Tex display pumping steam through 
a piece of colored fabric, the collection of artifacts but mostly the poster 
of Jeff Lowe climbing ice. The desert and my motorcycle slowly lost out 
to dreams of mountains, ice and climbing heroics. I spent my Wednesday 
afternoons in Holubar Mountaineering. An alpinist was born in the heart 
of sunny Orange County, California.

+++

I dog-eared page 317 of Don Reid’s Yosemite climbing guide. 
The black and white image of Kevin Worrall making the first ascent of 
Widow’s Tears seared into my brain. First climbed in the 1970s by Worrall 
and Mark Chapman at WI 4/5, the route is heralded as the longest ice 
route in the Lower 48. I stared at the photo. I would climb it some day.

In 1998, John Rosendahl sat in the summer sun at Clark’s Canyon. 

FACING PAGE: Kevin Daniels on the 
money pitch.

THIS PAGE LEFT: Richard Leversee 
leading the exit pitch in 1994, Art 
Sable belaying. Dave Nettle lead the 
pitch, pulled the rope, and then ran 
along the rim to shoot Richard leading.

THIS PAGE RIGHT:  Kevin Daniels lead-
ing pitch 3 after the snow field - the 
start of the main formation.
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three screws and equalized them.
From my pocket, I pulled out some of John’s 

ashes. I spread them silently on the ice. I wished 
we had climbed the route together, that the forma-
tion and his life, were more concrete. John gave me 
so much. I wondered if I could have given him more. 
I should have called John after he emailed me. I 
intended to, but I got too busy. That moment was 
gone now. Tears ran down my face. 

Kurt and Trevor met me at the belay. Trevor 
led the next steep pitch and brought us up. Kurt 
swung into the next lead. The sun made the ice 
weep water. The climbing was physical and soggy. 
Water flowed beneath the ice. Our gloves soaked 
up the wetness. “Great lead, Kurt,” I said as we 

switched into dry pairs. I was 
unsure how long the formation 
would last.  

The final pitch is steep. 
Consolidated snow and hollow sec-
tions make for difficult protection 
and tool placements. I wrapped a 
bight of rope around the tree and 
set up a belay. The last rays of 
light hit El Capitan as I settled into 
the snow. A square of sun moved 
across the Southwest Face. I think 
of John. The moments we have 
matter most. Before I knew it, our 
hour of sunset was gone.

  The early bird gets the worm. Scott Bennett takes advantage of early season ice in Rocky Mountain 
National Park with a quick ascent of Necrophilia (WI4-5, M5-6 R). ALTON RICHARDSON

TOP: Trevor 
Anthes leading 
high on the route, 
Kevin Daniels 
belaying.

FAR LEFT: 
Richard Leversee 
leading the exit 
pitch.

LEFT: Kevin Dan-
iels racking up 
for the crux pitch 
with Kurt Wed-
berg belaying.
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FREEING
TAHQUITZ

“All the techniques for free climbing were established not at Yosemite, but at Tahquitz 
Rock in Southern California. From the 1930s to the present day, it has been a teach-
ing ground for nearly every prominent Valley climber. This magnificent rock has more 
than 70 routes on massive, exfoliated granite, similar to Yosemite except for a lack 

of glacial polish and dirt in the cracks. This means a move that goes free at Tahquitz 
would require direct aid in Yosemite. Because of its accessibility, compactness, and 

solid piton cracks, Tahquitz offers ideal conditions for pushing free climbing to its lim-
its. Most of the routes were first done with direct aid, but over a period of time, nearly 
every one has been freed. It was the first area to have 5.9-graded climbs and contin-

ues to have the greatest concentration of 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 routes in the country.“
—Yvon Chouinard, “Modern Yosemite Climbing,” American Alpine Journal, 1963 

On the granite in the pine-forested upper Fern Valley of Southern California, 
Tahquitz climbers established the first climbs rated 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12. 

Early climbers like Chuck Wilts and Royal Robbins freed aid routes that revolutionized 
climbing. Later, Tahquitz became home of the Stonemasters climbers like John Long, 
John Bachar, Rick Accomazzo, Tobin Sorenson, Lynn Hill, Charles Cole, Mike Graham 
and Richard Harrison. “That’s where all American climbers went,” said Long. “That’s 
where the action was.” Entering the club required smoking massive amounts of cheap 
marijuana and climbing Valhalla, a classic 5.11a slab route. 

Kay Okamoto 
3rd pitch of El Camino Real (5.10a)
First Free Ascent: Royal Robbins, Harry 
Daley and Janie Taylor, November 1961

<



Todd Gordon
Crux pitch of Piton Pooper (5.7)
First Ascent: Bob Brinton and Andy 
Johnson, September 1936. First Free 
Ascent: Chuck Wilts, Ellen Wilts and 
Spencer Austin, 1949 

Chuck Wilts established this steep route, 
which Tahquitz developer and writer Long 
called “more like 5.8,” as one of the early 
free routes of the area. As one of the pio-
neers of early free climbing, Wilts intro-
duced the Sierra-Wilts Decimal System in 
his 1956 Guide to Tahquitz Rock. Climbers 
later changed the name to the Yosemite 
Decimal System. Wilts remained an innova-
tor, hammering the first knifeblade pitons 
and creating a device to test the strength 
of ropes. “Chuck Wilts was a terrific 
climber,” said Long.

Kay Okamoto
2nd pitch of The Open Book (5.9)
First Ascent: John Mendenhall and 
Harry Sutherland, September 1947. 
First Free Ascent: Royal Robbins and 
Don Wilson, 1952. 

At the time, Robbins’ free ascent of the 
three-pitch dihedral Open Book marked the 
top of the 5.9 scale. The 5.9 rating stuck 
to this climb, and the 5.0 to 5.9 YDS scale 
moved to Yosemite where other difficult 
routes were equally sandbagged. After 
Robbins’ free ascent, the route quickly 
became the standard by which other routes 
were measured. The second pitch contains 
a wide crack and difficult layback section. 
“It’s not a one-move wonder. It’s sus-
tained,” said John Long, who onsight free 
soloed the route with Tobin Sorenson when 
the pair were in high school. 

<

<



<

Tony Sartin 
2nd pitch of The Green Arch (5.11c)
First Ascent: Mark Powell & Beverly 
Powell, 1964. First Free Ascent: Rick 
Accomazzo, John Long & Tobin Soren-
son, 1975.

The Green Arch (5.11c), heralded as one of 
Tahquitz’s best climbs, follows a striking 
corner next to The Open Book (5.9). When 
Accomazzo, Long and Sorenson hit their 
late teens, the boys made the first free as-
cent in EBs, old school climbing boots. Long 
wrote a harrowing tale of Sorenson climb-
ing The Green Arch. Sorenson left the arch 
and ventured out to a series of dead-end 
knobs. With nowhere to go and no gear, 
Sorenson took a legendary whipper.

Tony Sartin
Crux pitch of Le Toit (5.11c)
First Ascent: TM Herbert, Yvon Choui-
nard and Tom Frost, 1960. First Free 
Ascent: John Long, Rick Accomazzo 
and Richard Harrison, September 1973

Le Toit, French for “roof,” is high on the list 
of intimidating multi-pitch free climbs at 
Tahquitz. “The rock on this route is incred-
ible—like ivory,” said first free ascensionist 
John Long. He and Accomazzo climbed to 
the roof section, established a belay and 
tackled the difficult overhang with a couple 
of sketchy pitons in the roof. “I also recall 
that it was one of the first aid routes we 
tried to free at Tahquitz,” said Accomazzo, 
“and that it opened our eyes to the pos-
sibilities that other aid lines would go.” 

<
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Tom Murphy 
1st pitch of The Flakes (5.11c)
First Ascent: Royal Robbins and Don 
Wilson, July 1953. First Free Ascent: 
John Long, Tobin Sorenson, Richard 
Harrison and Bill Antel, 1973

“The chockstone technology in 1973 
wasn’t that good,” said Long. “Protection 
wasn’t remotely what it is nowadays.” 
When the high school seniors attempted 
to free The Flakes, they made a bold move 
above bad gear and into sustained climb-
ing. The 5.11 standard was set just a year 
earlier, and a multi-pitch effort up a route 
of this difficulty was futuristic. “A climb 
with two 5.11 pitches was nearly unheard 
of,” said Long. As a testament to their 
efforts, the technical style of climbing 
encountered at the crux pitches continues 
to stymie even the best modern climbers. 

Tom Murphy 
3rd pitch of The Flakes (5.11c)

<

<
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Garret Randall works his way up M&M (5.8) on the Scale Wall.   
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NOT FAR FROM THE SIERRA FOOTHILL 
TOWN OF AUBURN, an old service road 
snakes alongside the rocky coves and cold, 
jade-colored pools of the Middle Fork of the 
American River. After a mile or so, the first 
glimpse of rock appears on the opposite bank, 
streaked orange and blue—the telltale colors of 
limestone, but this small cliff band is unfortu-
nately too short and scruffy for climbing. Here, 
a fork in the road turns back steeply, away 
from the river, and deposits you directly into 
the maw of an abandoned quarry. What was 
once probably a small natural stone outcrop 
similar to the one on the opposite bank has 
been quarried into a series of deep cuts in the 
hillside that left behind black, shattered walls 
rising up to 300 feet.

In general, and fortunately for climbers, 
quarrying leaves behind walls that are steep— 
usually within a degree or two of vertical. The 
rock type is a mix of black schist and grey 
limestone with some larger green and orange 
serpentine intrusions in various spots. The 
climbing style varies from wall to wall but 
is generally more technical than powerful. 
Most routes feature generously sized hand 
holds with angling, slopey feet. Several routes 
feature perfectly smooth, half-cylindrical side-
pulls, remnants of the blast holes drilled for 
dynamite loads.

LEFT Stephen Roth on Invisible 
Flying Gargoyles a five-star 5.12c 

on the Wreckage Wall.

RIGHT Steve Montesanto on the 
second pitch (10a) of Roman 

Holiday (5.11b).

I first visited the quarry in 2002, fresh out of the Rocknasium climbing gym in Davis. Eager to 
pull down, and rather lacking in anything resembling finesse or good footwork, I found the 

climbing full-on, exciting and just the right amount of desperate. Soon after that first visit, I 
connected with Aaron Rough, one of the early route developers in the quarry, and began my ap-
prenticeship in the dark art of choss-wrangling. The routes were established with no small amount 
of elbow grease as the blocky walls were rife with precarious hanging blocks and scaly flakes. It 
often took several days to clean a single route. We’d be heartbroken when the cool features we 
wanted to climb turned out to be loose and had to go—only to reveal more holds beneath. 

 From 2002 to 2005, Aaron and I established about 20 new routes. Prior to that, eight 
or nine routes were put up in the 1990s by folks like John Tuttle and Eric Cole. Aaron got there 
a year or two before I did and began adding new routes to the Scale, Memorial and Horseshoe 
walls, as well as cleaning up the Lower Quarry and hauling out massive amounts of trash and de-
bris. Word began to get out, the topo Aaron put together got passed around and climbers began 
visiting.  

The rangers from the state recreation area also took notice, and after an order was posted 
officially closing the quarry to climbing, they began to park across the river with binoculars. If 
they saw climbers in the Lower Quarry, they’d drive in and issue tickets. The place fell back into 
obscurity, and Aaron and I headed for chossier pastures. 

We’re fortunate to have the quarry today. A decade ago, political pressure was heating up to 
build a proposed Auburn Dam on the American River. While the plan was to provide flood 

protection for Sacramento, this would have flooded the entire canyon and submerged the quarry. 
A finance scandal involving Congressman Doolittle and Jack Abramoff broke, and the project 
was shelved. A relic of this project can still be seen today while pulling into the parking area: the 
Foresthill Bridge. The highest bridge in California and the fourth highest in the U.S., it was built in 
the early 1970s during the first iteration of the dam project. 

AUB
URN 
QUA
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That wasn’t the end, though. Next, a plan was proposed to reactivate the quarry and mine it 
all the way down to the river. The economic downturn of 2008 spared it this fate because 

construction activity came to a standstill and the demand for materials dropped. There is still an 
active quarry operation taking place above the Auburn Quarry today.

 For the next several years, the quarry lay dormant. Poached by a few local climbers, it was 
a shame the resource went unused. In a region with little rock, this was a crag just 30 miles from 
downtown Sacramento. Since it was part of a state recreation area that was utilized by hikers, 
runners, fishermen, motocrossers, equestrians, mountain bikers and beach goers, Sacramento 
area climbers noticed and formed an access group, CRAGS. Partnering with the Access Fund over 
the next several years, they were able to negotiate opening the quarry to climbers, work that 
finally paid off in the fall of 2012. Climbers can’t give enough thanks to the people like Brian Poul-
son and Gordon Ainsleigh who spearheaded this effort and put years into making this happen. 

+++

A tour of the quarry, starting at the bottom and ending at the top, first takes you to the 
Scale Wall, an orange-streaked moderate playground with easy top access and routes ranging 
from 5.6 to 5.10c. Directly across and facing the Scale Wall is the 40-foot-high Memorial Wall, 
named for Kirk Arens, a climber who tragically died in the late 90s in a rope-jumping accident in 
the Upper Quarry. 

 Beyond the Scale Wall and the Memorial Wall is the cool and shady Horseshoe Canyon. 
Thin schist-crimping characterizes the routes on the black pyramid at the mouth, while the 
pinches, jams and crimps of Human Oddity (5.11d) wait in shade in the back. Human Oddity was 
first toproped by the aid climbing legend Eric Kohl back in 1997 and was later bolted by Rough. 
The route held the title of best route in the quarry for a decade; it’s not to be missed. 

Moving uphill past some walls with potential but only a few established routes, you’ll next 
come to the base of the Wreckage Wall. So named because of the partially submerged 1950s 
Chevy poking out of the base, this wall of compact grey stone is packed with some of the best 
climbing at Auburn. Be sure to try the perplexing roof feature of Howler Monkey (5.10d) and the 
pumpy and classic Destructomatic (5.11b). Just to the right is Triathlon (5.12b), which is on some 
of the best rock in the quarry and still one of its toughest routes.

Recent development has taken place up high on the Twin Towers, just past the Wreckage 
Wall. This is the best-looking wall in Auburn. Two-hundred-feet-tall and dead vertical, this wall had 
been on my mind for years, and I was dismayed when I returned and found Mike Carville and Josh 
Horniak had beaten me to it, putting up some terrific new routes. The consolation prize was get-

ting to climb Release the Lions (5.11c) without 
having to do all the hard work of cleaning and 
brushing. Lions is a full 100 feet of absolutely 
fantastic climbing and became the best route 
in Auburn the day it went up. 

+++

With the reopening of the quarry to 
climbing, the area has been subject to more 
recent development. A number of locals have 
picked up the drill, scrubbed some new walls 
and put up terrific new routes. Steve Mon-
tesanto, who recently established a few fine 
routes like the immaculately clean two-pitch 
Roman Holiday (5.11a), has been particularly 
conscientious about route preparation. “One 
thing I discovered early on is no matter how 
clean the piece of rock looks, there’s always a 
layer of choss on it. Also, if you clean enough 
you will hit solid rock... eventually.” Chad 
Suchoski, Carville, Horniak and Bill Price have 
all made contributions, and the number of 
routes grows every month. At press time there 
were about 50 sport routes in the quarry, but 
there is still a lot of rock and plenty of new 
routes to do.

These days, a weekend in the quarry will 
see a good number of climbers on the routes. 
News has spread of this formerly locals-only 
crag, and now it is common to meet climbers 
from three hours away. Currently, climbing is 
only open on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 
Hopefully, the future will hold full seven-days-
a-week climbing access.

LEFT Rustie Mccumber on Confusion 
Tactics (5.11d), Wreckage Wall.

THIS PAGE Rachel Hope Fowler on 
Therapy Session (5.10d), The Patio.





GETTING THERE: 
From Sacramento take Highway 80 to Auburn. 
In Auburn, take exit 119c for Elm Avenue. Stay 
left at the fork, and then turn left onto Elm Av-
enue. One-eighth of a mile later, turn left on El 
Dorado Street, which is Highway 49. Turn right 
to stay on Highway 49, and one-quarter mile 
after crossing the large Foresthill Bridge, park 
on the right (west) side of the street or in the 
pay lot on the left. From the parking lot, walk 
about 1.5 miles along a dirt road upstream (to 
the east). At a large cement mining structure 
there is a fork in the road. Take the right fork 
heading up a steep hill. At the first fork in this 
road, turn right. This narrow road switchbacks 
up a steep hill and ends at the entrance to the 
climbing area.

WHERE TO STAY: 
The closest established campground to the 
Auburn Quarry can be found on the north side 
of the American River at the end of Drivers 
Flat Road. From the Auburn Quarry parking 
area, head north on Highway 49 and cross 
the Foresthill Bridge. Immediately after the 
bridge, turn right onto Old Foresthill Road. 
After a short distance, merge onto Foresthill 
Road. After five miles turn right onto Drivers 
Flat Road, a 2.5-mile dirt road that leads down 
to the campsites on American River. Camping 
costs $28 per night; one extra vehicle allowed 
per campsite for $10 per night. Toilets and 
trash cans are provided, but no drinking water 
is available. Vehicles with high clearance are 
strongly recommended, and the road can be 
closed during inclement weather.

GUIDEBOOK: 
There is a free topo at http://mountainproject.
com/v/auburn-cliffs/105733941 

THE BETA

5 STAR ROUTES 
Destructomatic (5.11b) 

Release the Lions (5.11c)

Human Oddity (5.11d) 

Invisible Flying Gargoyles (5.12c) 

Triathlon (5.12b) 

PREVIOUS PAGE LEFT Mike Carville on pitch one 
(5.11d) of Chariots on Fire (5.12a).

PREVIOUS PAGE RIGHT Rustie Mccumber on the 
wildly exposed 2nd pitch arete (5.12a) on Chariots 
on Fire.

LEFT Dave Stallard on the stellar Release the Lions 
(5.11c), Twin Towers.

THIS PAGE Alex Witte on Howler Monkey (5.10d) 
a unique quarry line that climbs a band of schist 
through the surrounding limestone.





THE DREAMERS
WORDS + IMAGES DEAN FLEMING

Carolyn Wegner on Pocket Pull (V1) 



Below the southern reaches of Crowley Lake, between Highway 395 and the northernmost 
portion of the Owens River Gorge, a series of well-kept Forest Service roads lead into the 

remarkable landscape of the Sherwin Plateau. Almost all of the prominently featured volcanic 
rock on the plateau appears to be climbable, and much of it has been climbed, but the areas 
with the steepest walls and most striking features are often hidden within the drainages of rarely 
formed waterways. At a small but particularly remarkable sector known as the Dreamers, promi-
nent black water streaks descend down vibrant walls of heavily pocketed stone. Here, it is not the 
holds that dictate the beauty and presence of the lines, it is the unusual shapes and colors of the 
sculpted walls that draw climbers to chalk up and explore. 

<~~~>

Bouldering in California’s Eastern Sierra has captivated climbers for generations. Since the 
days of Yosemite’s Golden Era, nomadic climbers have made the short drive from the formidable 
granite peaks of the High Sierra and Tuolumne Meadows to the temperate basins of the Eastside, 
a place where hundreds of miles of pine-swept plateaus are dotted with pocketed blocks and 
small volcanic cliff bands. In the 1970s and early ‘80s, these areas were visited and revisited by 
some of the most iconic names in California climbing history. Yet perhaps the greatest develop-
ments in the region have been made by a handful of reticent climbers, relatively silent visitors 
who spent countless hours wandering the dusty forests in search of unclimbed rock. Many of the 
Eastern Sierra’s earliest boulderers left their achievements undocumented and their first ascents 
unnamed. 

Although little has been recorded from the initial bouldering explorations around the East-
ern Sierra, a few of the prominent figures known to have wandered the volcanic tablelands south 
of Mammoth Lakes in the 1970s and ‘80s include: Errett Allen, Vern Clevenger, Alan Bartlett, 
Grant Hiskes, Rick Cashner, Kurt Smith, John Bachar, Bill Russell, Doug Robinson, Jim Stimson, 
Russ Walling, Gary Slate, Dave Yerian, Kevin Leary, Dimitri Barton, Fred Feldman, Scott Cole, Kevin 
Calder, Dennis Phillips, John McDonald, Bob Herrington, Shawn Plunkett, Ron Kauk and Dale Bard. 
Alongside many others, these climbers spent countless seasons uncovering treasure troves of 
easily accessible volcanic boulder problems just footsteps from Highway 395.  

The first major bouldering discoveries in the region were close to the Eastside’s highways 
and popular camping areas. Places like Deadman’s Summit, Trifle Towers, Fault Line and Bachar 
Boulders fell quickly to the ambitious climbers of the era. A quote from John Sherman’s classic 
bouldering bible Stone Crusade about the Bachar Boulders sums up the rapid pace of bouldering 
development on the Eastside during the late 1970s: “John Bachar and Dave Yerian discovered 
the area and fired nearly every problem there the same day. Two days later they discovered the 
Gunks in Tuolumne. It was a good week for California bouldering.”

THE DREAMERS

Monica Beck on Bourbon IV (V0)



As a teenager in the 
mid 1970s, Yerian 

spent the better part of a 
decade hitchhiking up and 
down Highway 395 and 
exploring the expan-
sive stashes of volcanic 
boulders along the way. 
He soon joined up with 
folks like Errett Allen, Scott 
Cole, Shawn Plunkett, 
John Bachar, Kevin Leary 
and Ron Kauk who were 
also scouring the area for 
new routes near the turn 
of the decade.

“Both the boulder-
ing and the solitude drew 
me to the Eastside,” 
said Yerian. “We were 
motivated by finding new 
things: good rock and new 
areas. The Eastside had all 
of those elements. I just 
didn’t dig the crowds—and 
I figured I would climb at 
my best when I wasn’t 
around them. John Gill 
was our God. We’d drive 
back roads for hours to 
find solitude like Gill.”  

In the 1970s, 
bouldering was largely 
considered a training 
regime, a tool used to ac-
quire physical and mental 
strength for harder free 
climbing on larger walls. 
While bouldering V4 is not 
considered especially dif-
ficult by today’s standards, 
many of the earliest boul-
der problems established 
on the Eastside included 
extremely technical and 
tedious 5.12 moves 45 
feet off the ground. 

“Bouldering was 
different back then,” said 
Yerian. “We didn’t have 
crashpads—a dish towel 
to clean your shoes was 
state of the art. It would 
be a huge mistake if we 
fell off a highball. We 
pretty much relied on ourselves, which made 
bouldering an enticing risk. You had to really 
train hard and have a little luck going for you… 
or have the smarts to just say no.”

Over the last four decades, bouldering 
has steadily transformed from a pastime to a 
passion. In equal measure, the Eastern Sierra’s 

boulderfields have become a Mecca for climb-
ers around the globe. “Bouldering didn’t mean 
a lot to people back then, but some of us knew 
that it would,” added Yerian. “I’m not claiming 
that we were visionaries or anything, but we 
were motivated.” 

THE DREAMERS

ABOVE: Nicole Zuelke on Marcus Garvey (V0)
RIGHT: Catrina Behling on Madman (V1) 



THE DREAMERS

Although the bouldering areas south of Crowley Lake 
at the Sherwin Plateau are known for providing 

high-quality moderate boulder problems and hassle-free 
camping, the region still remains largely quiet, especially 
in comparison to high-traffic areas like the Happy Boul-
ders and Buttermilks to the south. As a testament to 
the introverts who camped, climbed, drank cheap beer 
and rambled about the otherwise deserted landscape 
between Mono Lake and Bishop, caches of uncrowded 
boulders remain overshadowed and overlooked. Never-
theless, for those who enjoy beautiful natural lines in 
pristine wilderness areas, largely forgotten sectors in the 
Sherwin Plateau like the Dreamers are making a quick 
comeback. 

The majority of the boulder problems at the 
Dreamers fall between V0 and V3. The hardest climbs at 
the area clock in around V5. So if you’re looking for your 
next double-digit project, you’ll have to look somewhere 
else. But if you’re interested in running some circuits on 
beautifully tall and striking moderates, the Dreamers are 
well worth an afternoon visit. There are approximately 
50 independent problems in the small drainage. The 20-
foot walls that surround the pit weave in and out with 
amazing water scoops and prows of featured arêtes. 
This unique feature produces some very nice highballs, 
but also lends itself to incredibly long and interesting 
traversing problems. 

Ambitious boulderers could likely climb the 
majority of the problems at the Dreamers in a single 
afternoon, but the scenery and short approach make the 
area well-suited for relaxing, end-of-trip visits. Because 
the Sherwin Plateau sits at a significantly higher eleva-
tion than the Tableland bouldering areas in Bishop, the 
Dreamers can also be a great place to escape the heat 
in spring and fall.

Monica Beck on Thimble of the 
Eastern Sierra (V3)
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> 1. Flagstaff 
Climbing Center
Flagstaff, AZ
(928) 556-9909
> 2. Phoenix Rock 
Gym Tempe, AZ
(480) 921-8322
> 3 Boulderdash 
Indoor Rock Climbing 
Thousand Oaks, CA

(805) 557-1300
> 4. Sanctuary Rock 
Gym Sand City, CA
(831) 899-2595
> 5. Planet Granite 
San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 
(415) 692-3434
> 6. Planet Granite 
Belmont Belmont, CA

(650) 591-3030
> 7. Planet Granite 
Sunnyvale Sunnyvale, 
CA (408) 991-9090
> 8. Hanger 18 South 
Bay L.A. Hawthorne, 
CA (310) 973-3388
> 9. Hanger 18 
Riverside Riverside, 
CA (951) 359-5040
> 10. Hanger 18 
Upland Upland, CA
(909) 931-5991
> 11. Threshold 
Climbing Gym

Riverside, CA
(951) 742-8479
> 12. Solid Rock San 
Marcos San Marcos, 
CA (760) 480-1429
> 13. Solid Rock Old 
Town San Diego, CA
(619) 299-1124
> 14. Solid Rock 
Poway Poway, CA
(858) 748-9011
> 15. Vertical Heaven 
Indoor Rock Climbing 
Gym Ventura, CA
(805) 339-9022

> 16. Vital Climbing: 
Murrieta Murrieta, CA
(951) 251-4814
> 17. Vital Climbing: 
Carlsbad Carlsbad, CA
(760) 689-2651
> 18. Granite Arch 
Climbing Center
Rancho Cordova, CA
(916) 852-7625
> 19. Rocknasium
Davis, CA
(530) 757-2902
> 20. Touchstone 
Climbing Mission 
Cliffs
San Francisco, CA
(415) 550-0515
> 21. Touchstone 
Climbing Berkeley 
Ironworks
Berkeley, CA
(510) 981-9900
> 22. Touchstone 
Climbing Sacramento 
Pipeworks

Sacramento, CA
(916) 341-0100
> 23. Touchstone 
Climbing Diablo Rock 
Gym Concord, CA
(925) 602-1000
> 24. Touchstone 
Climbing Great 
Western Power Co. 
Oakland, CA
(510) 452-2022
> 25. Touchstone 
Climbing Metal Mark 
Climbing + Fitness
Fresno, CA
(559) 229-7900
> 26. Toutchstone 
Studio Climbing
San Jose, CA
(408) 998-4000
> 27. Touchstone 
Dogpatch Boulders
Fresno, CA
(415) 800-8121

> 28. Craggin’ Classic Fall Highball, Bishop, 
CA—Nov. 8-9
> 29. 2013 International Climbers’ Meet 
Yosemite National  Park—Oct. 7-12
> 30. Pro Peek Event: San Francisco—Oct. 29
> 31. Joshua Tree Spring Cling—March 2014
> 32. Alpine Skills International with its AMGA/

IFMGA trained/certified guides offers all-terrain 
backcountry ski mountaineering, avalanche 
education and climbing program Truckee, 
CA. alpineskills.com. (530) 582-9170 (June–
November) and (530) 582-9170 (December–May).

Discounts vary. Call, check americanalpineclub.org/

discounts, or head to your local gym with your AAC 

member card for the latest details. 

Gym Discounts

`

Major Events

Guide Services

AAC BENEFITS   IN YOUR BACKYARD
Members of the AAC enjoy some pretty rad benefits, including discounts on gyms, guide services, gear shops, and more.

AAC member Truc Allen Media

JOIN THE AAC TO GET THE HOOK-UP ON THINGS YOU ALREADY PAY FOR. 
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GETTING THERE: 
The Sherwin Plateau is easily spotted when 
driving north on Highway 395 from the town 
of Bishop. A large sign reading “Sherwin Sum-
mit” is clearly visible on the right (east) side of 
the highway. At the Sherwin Summit sign, turn 
east onto forest service road 4S43. After one 
mile turn left onto forest service road 4S05. 
This road takes you into an open valley. After 
1/2 mile turn right onto an unmarked dirt road 
which leads up a gradual hill. Follow this for 
1/4 mile to the point where the road levels and 
park in a large pull-out on the left side of the 
road. The boulders can be easily seen just a 
few hundred yards beyond the pull-out.

WHERE TO STAY: 
You can lie down in the dirt anywhere within 
a few miles of the boulders; but always be 
courteous and refrain from camping under-
neath the boulders or in the climbing areas. 
Make sure to check with in with the local 
ranger station to get information on current 
fire restrictions and permits before building a 
fire in the area.

GUIDEBOOK: 
Bishop Bouldering by Wills Young

THE BETA

5 STAR ROUTES 
Thimble of the High Sierra (V3) 

Bourbon IV (V0)

Three Men and a Crippler (V2) 

Flow-Bee (V0) 

Mitosis (V0)

Carolyn Wegner on Flow-Bee (V0) 


